Emergence	And Sappho lay her burning brows
ofAUlard	®n w^te Cecilia's lap of snows.
I have not found you speaking anything through your characters which is not true to our triune nature in which body, soul and spirit cry each their own cry, and go their own way, and have no pity for each other, I never knew which part of me once wrote
And life within the spirit crucified
The eyes eternal pits thee, diou art
Fated with deathless powers at war to be
Not less the martyr of the world than He
Whose thorn-crowned brows usurp the dew of tears
"We would pay to thee, ever ruddy life,
You have fashioned your tale with the true patience of an artist 'Loading every rift with ore'. I feel ashamed of myself who have been trying for six months to write a book, and got weary of it and sent it a couple of months ago to my publishers, when if I had patience and waited for a couple of months, I would have got over my sickness at my own thoughts and might have found others which would have made my book to glow. Now I am looking sadly at my proofs and feel rebuked by your care in leaving no page without its just feeling, I will send my book to you when it appears. You will find it thin, I have not your scholarship to make all rich and must write out of my own fantasy, and the moon of fantasy is setting with me, worse luck, Anyhow, I will give you a copy of'The Avatars' when Macmillans give it to me. I am not wise to write about human loves and hates, and am trying to tell of another love.
It was most kind of you to send me your beautiful story. I can see how you have lived into it as if you were a contemporary, as indeed you may have been in some deep of your being. There is an Everliving in which past, present and future are one and when we brood on the past it may be our own intensity brings us to live in that we brooded upon. It's not only in Vision we revisit the past: our hearts may sink into it and know what others have known. This is a kind of faith with me. I have not written as I should about your book but have let my thought run anyway about it. But you will forgive me. Yours most sincerely,
when it first came out, I'm writing to Mollie to ask her
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